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PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE 
Act as a Systems' Analyst/Specialist with good in-depth knowledge of IBM Mainframes and 
general I.T. 

 

SCHOLARSHIP 
Computer Science - Centro Universitário Carioca (UNICARIOCA) 
Feb 2009 - Jun 2013 

 

LANGUAGES 
English (Read: Fluent; Write: Fluent; Speak: Fluent) 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Company: IBM Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) - Mainframe Technical Specialist 
Period: Apr 2011  -  Oct 2014 
Job role: Mainframe customers pre sales support from a varied industry set (oil, energy, 
transportation and telecommunications), RFP and RFI analysis, technical solution and 
scenario design focusing on workload growth, technology refresh and possible impacts to the 
customer's O.S., softwares and overall hardware including requirement and risk analysis, port 
Linux ISV solutions to mainframe Linux, ellaborate technical presentations used in sales 
support and skill transfer. 
 

 
Company: IBM Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) - Mainframe Technical Specialist 
Period: Mar 2009  -  Feb 2011 
Job role: Help in Mainframe customers pre sales support from a varied industry set (oil, 
energy, transportation and telecommunications), ellaborate technical presentations used in 
skill transfer to other interns of other platforms, daily operation and support of z/OS systems 
used in the brazilian Master the Mainframe Contest including its subsystems (CICS, DB2 and 
WebSphere MQ) and users (4000+), problem solving and incident normalization. 
 

TECHNICAL SKILLSET 
Operating Systems 
z/OS: Installation (O.S. and Softwares), customization, daily operations, log and incident 
analysis, pacthing and PTF management, general system management. Solid knowledge of 
SDSF, SMPE, RACF, TSO, RMF and Unix System Services subsystems. Good CICS, DB2, 
WebSphere MQ and z/OS migration knowledge. 
 
z/VM: Installation, customization, daily operations, Linux (Red Hat and/or SuSE) virtual 
machine creation and maintenance, patching and PTF management, general system 
management. Good z/VM migration, automation and security tools (IBM Wwave, Dirmaint 
and RACF for z/VM) knowledge. 
 
Linux: Installation, daily operation, migration and general system management. 
 
 



Programming Languages 
Average COBOL (Mainframe), REXX (Mainframe), JCL, Shell Script, PHP, Java, C, C++, 
object oriented and cloud oriented development knowledge. 
 
Databases 
Basic DB2 (Mainframe), Oracle DB, Postgree SQL and MySQL knowledge. 
 
 
OTHER SKILLS AND CERTIFICATIONS 
• IBM Mainframe Technical V5 certification. 
• General Intel hardware and advanced Mainframe hardware knowledge. 


